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adio-frequency (RF) and microwave/
millimeter-wave engineering have grown
rapidly in importance in recent years,
stimulated, in particular, by the exceptional worldwide growth in digital mobile communications. A host of other “wireless”-based
applications have also experienced rapid growth, ranging from radio-based local-area networks (LANs)
through local multipoint distribution systems (LMDS),
global positioning systems (GPS), microwave video
distribution systems (MVDS), anti-collision systems for
automobiles, and so on. We see now the introduction of
“third-generation” mobile communications (UMTS/
IMT2000), offering many novel features, including user
data rates up to 2 Mb/s. All of these newer applications
join many well-established uses of RF and microwaves
in the approximate 300-MHz to 300-GHz frequency

range, including terrestrial- and satellite-based communications, radar, heating, radio astronomy, etc. At
the same time, techniques associated with microwave
engineering are assuming increasing importance in
high-speed digital electronics as clock frequencies
move well into the gigahertz range, as well as in
optoelectronics, with data rates exceeding 40 Gb/s. Future visions of the “information society” give prominence to the concept of vast numbers of sensors
communicating via wireless links within large-scale intelligent networks [1].
The successful engineering realization of high-frequency components and systems for these applications
is heavily dependent on computer-aided design (CAD)
in numerous respects. There are many different types
and levels of modeling and simulation that may be involved, but the following discussion focuses on device
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modeling and circuit simulation, while also trying to
place these within the wider high-frequency, computer-based design context, where possible. Furthermore, much of modern high-frequency design is driven
by monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC)
technology and the greater levels of integration made
possible using this technology. Accordingly, in this
short overview of microwave device modeling and circuit simulation, we restrict our attention primarily to
MMIC-based design.
While some MMIC design tasks continue to involve
essentially linear operation, the majority of modern microwave/RF circuit design tasks are fundamentally
nonlinear in character, driven partly by the trend towards increased levels of integration. However, it must
be stressed that effective nonlinear design remains
highly dependent on reliable and accurate characterization of the linear portions of circuits and systems (in
particular, the passive components), and, indeed, this
linear representation may need to be valid over a very
wide range of frequencies for nonlinear design to properly take account of the way in which harmonics are terminated.
The challenges in nonlinear design or even analysis
are considerable in the general case. Thus, for example,
a nonlinear model for a field-effect transistor (FET) device may be developed in a reasonably straightforward
way that may be used for designs based on this component in a specific application (e.g., narrow-band amplifier) and under a restricted range of dc bias and
operating conditions. It is a much more difficult problem to develop a model that may be used in an arbitrary
nonlinear operating mode, with general excitations
over the complete allowed range of allowed operating
points on the bias plane, which accounts properly for
aspects such as dispersive effects and electrothermal
interactions.
The kinds of impairments that can be of concern in
nonlinear applications are also multifaceted. Just in the
case of a power amplifier, for example, these could include gain compression, harmonic distortion, rectification effect (or dc bias point shift, affecting efficiency),
intermodulation behavior and, more generally, spectral
regrowth, nonlinear noise, etc. The whole question of
electrical and thermal stability also needs to be monitored carefully, as it is, in principle, possible for even
simple nonlinear microwave circuits to exhibit spurious oscillations and parametric effects as well as chaotic behavior. As commercial pressures force designs
more and more to the limits of available performance
and often require first-pass design success, the pressures on effective nonlinear design are becoming increasingly acute.
To structure the following discussion, we further
propose that the kind of circuit to be designed is capable of being partitioned into a linear subnetwork and a
nonlinear subnetwork, the latter consisting entirely of
March 2003

semiconductor devices (Figure 1). A distinctive feature
of microwave circuit design is that the linear circuit
blocks usually involve strongly distributed circuit behavior, perhaps with significant loss and dispersion. A
circuit model in the conventional sense may not even
be readily available, and the block may only be known
in terms of a terminal scattering matrix in the frequency-domain. The “semiconductor devices” are assumed to have negligible extension in space and,
hence, may need to be interpreted at the intrinsic device
level or at the level of an individual gate finger of a FET,
for example.

The successful engineering realization
of high-frequency components and
systems for these applications is
heavily dependent on computer-aided
design in numerous respects.
The subject of this article is too large to permit any
comprehensive list of references to be provided. Some
textbooks are listed in [2]-[4], which may provide a useful starting point. After a brief survey of general trends
in linear and nonlinear CAD, we examine, in turn, the
major issues which naturally arise from the partitioning shown in Figure 1, namely, accurate nonlinear device models and effective solution algorithms combining time-domain and frequency-domain descriptions.
We also consider strategies towards achieving design
goals as well as questions of manufacturability and
yield. Finally, some directions of future development
are indicated.

Trends in Linear and Nonlinear CAD
It is not possible to dwell at length here on the interesting story of how high-frequency RF and microwave
CAD has evolved over the past 30 years or so and how
we have arrived in the position we are in today [5], [6].
The arithmetic complexity of even the most basic operations in distributed circuit theory made the field
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Figure 1. Partitioning of the high-frequency system into a
linear distributed system and a nonlinear subsystem (semiconductor devices).
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immediately suited to the productivity enhancements
made possible by digital computing. Early commercial
CAD products, aimed mainly at linear S-parameter-based circuit design, appeared about 20 years ago.
Over the intervening years, and at the risk of some
oversimplification, it seems possible to identify a few
main axes of fundamental technical development as
follows:

Effective nonlinear design remains
highly dependent on reliable and
accurate characterization of the linear
portions of circuits and systems.
passive component/antenna modeling and electromagnetic simulation
● semiconductor device modeling and parameter
extraction
● simulation engines and solution strategies/algorithms.
Each of these has developed independently, but, in
any practical application of interest today, it is likely
that several will need to be combined to produce a useful result. Of course, in addition to the above, high-frequency CAD has been extended to take on more and
more routine aspects of design and also the process of
taking a design into production in a manner that parallels the evolution of mainstream electronic design automation (EDA) within Silicon very large scale
integration (VLSI), for example. Thus, CAD has greatly
increased the productivity of engineers through helping to automate otherwise tedious procedures, such as
schematic capture, layout, editing, checking, and documentation, as well as supporting access to a comprehensive technology database. Frameworks provide
convenient communication between tools and can support different but mutually compatible “views” of a
single underlying design database while attractive and
powerful user interfaces promote ease of use.
Indeed, from the user point of view, the importance
of the “front-end” or “user-interface” must not be underestimated. Compared to the slow and error-prone
line-editing of data files needed to use early CAD products, the situation has been transformed. “Visualisation” of output results, using color/three-dimensional
(3-D) graphs, animations, etc., has become increasingly
recognized as of great importance in effective use of
CAD and is being allocated an increased share of available computer resources. Overall, progress in microwave CAD has been so rapid that it is hardly
conceivable for any modern MMIC design to be carried
out without intensive support from CAD tools at virtually every step in the procedure. Effective CAD, especially nonlinear CAD, may be the crucial determinant
●
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of whether one is on the market at the right time with a
sellable product, especially in the increasingly-important civilian/commercial domains.
However, the very importance of CAD raises continuing major problems, especially for industry. The future will witness increasing pressure on industry to
reduce design time and cost, through fewer (or even
no) prototyping iterations and more emphasis on a
“concurrent engineering” approach to product development. Besides improved accuracy, these pressures
will lead to a demand for a very broadly integrated “design environment” of CAD in which all aspects of design and production may be fully encompassed
(electrical, mechanical, economic, etc.) with a high degree of standardization of device models, foundry data,
etc. This includes better integration between tools and
links between different domains (e.g., simulation/layout,
layout/schematic-capture, schematic-capture/measurement, etc.). Also, the cost-effective configuration and
management of the CAD resource is a major concern of
users (including support, pricing policies of vendors, tool
portability, backward compatibility of new software releases, and so on).
We now consider the two core technical areas arising
from the formulation depicted in Figure 1 for high-frequency nonlinear design: obtaining good nonlinear device models and determining the most appropriate solution strategy for a mixed time-domain/frequencydomain system representation.

Nonlinear Device Models
An enormous amount of effort has been expended over
the past few decades at improving and refining nonlinear semiconductor device models. While considerable
progress has been made, there are still many difficulties
experienced by users of CAD products in this area in
carrying out nonlinear design tasks at RF, microwave,
and millimeter-wave frequencies. It is worth noting
that many device models are built up through the partial or total use of experimentally derived measurement
data. Thus, high-frequency measurement, control, calibration, characterization, and parameter-extraction
techniques play a major role in most current nonlinear
model development strategies.
A feature of integrated circuit design at microwave/millimeter-wave frequencies that makes it
distinctive from lower frequencies [effectively dominated by complimentary metal-oxide-semiconductors
(CMOSs) is the sheer diversity of material systems and
devices that may be encountered. This has been increased in recent years with the arrival of wide
bandgap materials, such as those based on GaN as well
as exotic metamorphic structures [7]. The semiconductor devices to be modeled may be two-terminal (diodes, varactors, etc.) or three or more terminal
[metal-semiconductor FETs (MESFETs), pseudomorphic high-electron mobility transistors (PHEMTs),
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of time for this kind of device (see Figure 2), although
requiring increasing levels of empirical adjustment to
cope with advanced microwave bipolar devices and
HBTs. For the FET-based devices, which dominate microwave applications, this approach has also been developed [9], but the resultant models are rather less
compact and versatile than for the BJT.
A natural alternative is to try to solve the basic carrier transport equations directly by numerical methods,
reducing the number of restrictive assumptions, and,
perhaps, also taking account of energy and momentum
relaxation, thermal phenomena, and Schrödinger’s
Equation in quantum-type devices. It is apparent that
an accurate, predictive, physical device model, perhaps
allied to a process simulator, could be of great assistance to a foundry to optimize the geometry and layer
structure of an advanced semiconductor device. In
principle, it may be useful to integrate an electromagnetic solver, especially to account for internal distributed effects at high-frequencies. If sufficiently fast to

RF CMOSs, bipolars, heterojunction bipolar transistors
(HBTs), etc.]. Taking the three-terminal case, the demands made of a general-purpose, large-signal model
are actually very considerable: the model is, ideally, expected to correctly reproduce the two-port electrical behavior of the device (including internally generated
noise sources) over wide ranges of frequency and amplitudes of simultaneous signal excitation at the two
ports and should also achieve this over an extensive
range of static or dc bias conditions. Operating conditions may be such as to produce severe nonlinearities
(e.g., avalanche breakdown, forward-biased Schottky
contacts, etc.), placing severe demands on the model
representation, yet it is often precisely factors such as
these that constitute the hard “saturation mechanisms”
that fundamentally limit the large-signal performance
achievable from the device. At the same time, subtle
nonlinear dependencies need to be captured by the
model to accurately reproduce low and medium levels
of intermodulation and similar forms of distortion. A
further vital aspect is the thermal behavior under
large-signal operation. Strictly speaking, the dynamic
thermal environment should be analyzed in parallel
with the electrical, with proper account taken of the effects of electrothermal interactions in the analysis.
For MMIC design, a model should, ideally, be “scalable” over the full range of device sizes supported by
the process. Also, real devices emanate from semiconductor processes with inherent variability from chip to
chip within a wafer and between wafers over time. A
complete model should take these statistical dependencies into account, together with their underlying material- and process-based correlations, and enable yield
analysis or design centering to be performed.
While different classifications are possible, it is sufficient here to group the main approaches to nonlinear
device modeling into two broad categories: physics-related device models and equivalent and “black box”
methods.

Physics-Related
Device Models
The earliest approach to nonlinear modeling is based on
idealizing the structure, often
effectively assuming one-dimensional (1-D) carrier transport and developing solutions to the fundamental
semiconductor equations for
drift, diffusion, etc. This technique was successfully applied to the bipolar junction
transistor (BJT) by Gummel
and Poon [8] to create a compact modeling framework
that has broadly stood the test
March 2003
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Figure 2. Example of high-frequency Gummel-Poon
model for BJT/HBT.
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Figure 3. Simple MESFET equivalent circuit model development.
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solve, a physical model of this kind could be very useful for circuit-level design and yield optimization. This
approach has persuasive advocates [10] and, with increasing computer power, is becoming more and more
feasible for general purpose design. Problems remain,
such as users gaining access to the detailed structural
information required and uncertainties in material data
at high-fields in ultrashort channel heterostructurebased devices.

The capabilities of computing platforms
at moderate cost have improved
dramatically in recent years, and this
trend will undoubtedly continue.
Equivalent Circuit and “Black Box” Methods
Equivalent circuit-based modeling remains the dominant approach to active device modeling and has had
considerable success, even for the nonlinear case, although persistent problems remain in accounting properly for dispersion and thermal effects in FET-based
technologies. The starting point in such models is usually a network topology motivated by physical analysis
(see Figure 3) that is intended to retain some basic physical consistency; for example, as device width changes,
the appropriate elements of the equivalent circuit
should change in a corresponding way. Beyond that,
however, the model is allowed to vary in an empirical
way to reproduce measured data, in particular dc measurements, pulsed-current measurements, and smallsignal broadband S-parameters at a range of bias points
covering intended operating conditions. Dispersion
arises in FET devices due to surface and channel trapping phenomena and results in measured pulsed output characteristics (with pulse bandwidths in the
megahertz range) that differ markedly from
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Figure 4. More advanced MESFET equivalent circuit
model development, including nonquasi-static effects
(RGSI and RDSI), forward Schottky conduction (DGS and
DGD), and dispersion correction network (dashed box).
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steady-state dc characteristics, and this difference may
depend strongly on the operating point.
A vast number of FET nonlinear models have been
proposed, and several of the more popular are built
into commercial simulator environments. The model
generally consists of sets of essentially empirical equations for current dependence, charge (capacitance) dependence, etc. For good numerical conditioning
properties and to successfully predict low levels of
intermodulation distortion, it is desirable to avoid “regional” descriptions and use a single, globally continuous, infinitely differentiable, mathematical expression
wherever possible. Figure 4 shows an outline of a more
advanced MESFET/PHEMT model of this kind.
A further development of this philosophy is to base
the model description on a very high-level or abstract
representation of the nonlinear device where the connection with detailed physical behavior is effectively
lost. The database-oriented/root model strategy advocated by Agilent [11] is one such approach, although it
appears to have found only limited acceptance among
end-users to date. Another approach along these lines
has been proposed [12] based on a truncated Volterra
series description of the device nonlinearity. Instrumentation systems are also being introduced, sometimes described as “nonlinear vector analysers,” that
seek to allow a complete measurement-based
high-level characterization of a device or system under
specified operating conditions [13]. Other quite different approaches to device and system modeling are being researched, such as dynamic neural-network
modeling [14].
Unfortunately, however, it is also becoming increasingly difficult to avoid thermal effects and
electrothermal interactions in accurate modeling of
power devices, which greatly increases the potential for
complexity [15]. These issues are particularly severe for
HBT devices, where power densities are very high [16].
Overall, from the high-frequency device modeling
point of view, it would be fair to say that a great deal of
progress has been made, but significant improvements
in capabilities remain possible, stimulated further by
the push of operating frequencies into millimeter-wave
and beyond and the arrival of new and more exotic material and device systems.

Nonlinear Solution Algorithms
The third main axis of technical development referred to
earlier included simulation engines, by which is meant
the numerical procedures by which the modeled circuit
may be solved for specified excitations. Two main techniques dominate in the nonlinear arena: time-domain
(as exemplified by SPICE and its variants) and harmonic
balance [17], [18] and related solution strategies, offered
by all the major commercial CAD players. A basic summary of the harmonic balance method is given in Figure
5. While successful in their respective domains, probMarch 2003
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nal environments and
ment of techniques well-established in satellite systems
problems in high-speed digital analysis.
studies and is based on a nonlinear “behavioral” repreThere has been considerable interest in recent years
sentation of the nonlinear component [20]. This apin the nonlinear design and analysis issues arising from
proach requires that the system and signal both exhibit
RF subsystems used in digital mobile communications.
narrowband characteristics around a specified freIn particular, complex digital modulation formats used
quency and that the system is “quasi-memoryless.” In
in the power output stage of transmitters are “spread”
effect, this means that we can ignore both short-term
by device nonlinearities to produce so-called “spectral
memory effects due to RF frequency dependence, as
regrowth” that requires more sophisticated characterwell as slowly varying or long-term memory effects
ization than traditional two-tone, third-order
due to trapping and/or device heating. A more general
intermodulation analysis. One approach is a develop-
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representation is possible using Volterra series techniques [21], which avoid such restrictions, but, as a
kind of power series, may not be applicable in practice
for strongly nonlinear operating conditions.
In certain circumstances, it is desirable to be able to
simulate the RF behavior of the system directly, including the digital modulation in the signal. If contemplated using conventional techniques, this raises
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serious problems due to the large range of time intervals that have to be accommodated, from perhaps picoseconds for the RF solution to milliseconds for the
modulation signal. Commercial vendors [22] and academic researchers [23] have proposed similar solutions
to this problem using envelop transient techniques,
based on extensions to analytic signal methods in communications systems analysis. In this method, an RF
harmonic balance analysis (or similar) is performed repeatedly at a time interval appropriate to the modulation signal. By processing the resultant essentially
decoupled RF and baseband spectral information,
much useful design information can be obtained with
high computational efficiency.
As an example of some of the concepts mentioned
above, Figure 6 shows a basic single-ended PHEMT
power amplifier with distributed input and output
matching networks. The device is modeled with an
electrothermal, nonlinear, equivalent circuit model,
and it has been found that using a solution method
based on discrete-time convolution, a highly accurate,
efficient and robust direct solution may be obtained.
Figure 7 predicts the static characteristics and a dynamic load-line, while Figure 8(a) and (b), respectively,
shows the output voltage and instantaneous junction
temperature for a +16-dBm input at 2 GHz (∆f ≈ 500
kHz). Note the cooling of the device during periods of
large-amplitude operation. Figure 9 shows the output
spectrum for a wideband code division multiple access
(WCDMA) input compared to a quasi-memoryless behavioral model showing close agreement near the center frequency.
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One of the most common applications of nonlinear microwave CAD involves subsystem design with a relatively small number of active components, such as in
amplifiers, oscillators, and mixers. The usual general
situation where microwave CAD is used involves carrying out an analysis of a trial configuration to determine information on a wide range of applicationspecific performance measures, e.g., gain, power, efficiency, bandwidth, intermodulation, amplitude/pulsewidth modulation (AM-PM) conversion, stability,
phase noise, etc. While analysis information is useful,
direct synthesis of circuit solutions would usually be of
greater engineering interest and is currently receiving
more and more attention in advanced CAD development. Often, different design approaches are possible
to achieve a given goal (hybrid MIC versus MMIC,
multichip modules, etc), and it would be valuable if
CAD tools could assist in performing technoeconomic
assessment of the different approaches. The integration
of cost issues into microwave CAD is still quite underdeveloped, as well as aspects such as product scheduling and availability of components.
March 2003

Future Prospects
A widely noted recent trend in microelectronics is the
tendency to create “systems-on-a-chip.” This creates
problems with the traditional approach of partitioning
problems into subtasks, each of which is tackled by appropriate experts or design teams. Already in mobile
telephony handsets, digital baseband functions co-exist on-chip with analog RF, and we see many instances
of digital signal processing (DSP) techniques being integrated with conventional “analog” design. Isolated
CAD tools, offering solutions in a narrow domain, become unattractive in such an environment. Furthermore, there is another long-established stream of
high-frequency CAD that operates at a higher or “systems” level, tending to treat component blocks in a simplified way, but perhaps dealing with very complex
signals, as in the behavioral models referred to earlier.
Ideally, one would wish to be able to deal with critical
parts of the circuit in a hierarchical way down to arbitrary levels of detail while preserving the capacity to
deal with other areas in a more general way in order to
evaluate design trade offs at systems-level. Interaction
with signal-conversion functions, pure digital, DSP, optical systems, etc., would also be a desirable feature of
such a generalized approach. Other important interfaces include dedicated CAD support for packaging
and assembly, as well as tools for mechanical or thermal
design. Eventually, one could envision using a pure,
fully integrated CAD environment to assess the impact
of a specific process variation (recess depth, doping
profile, etc.) on overall system performance, as well as
its economic impact in terms of yield, reliability, etc.
CAD for silicon design, especially digital design, is,
of course, very well established and comparatively sophisticated in certain respects compared with its microwave counterpart. The main issues in the silicon arena
tend to relate to the management of complexity and designing for testability, although electromagnetic effects
arising from interconnect at chip and board level are beginning to become more and more significant at higher
clock speeds, which are already into the tens of gigaMarch 2003
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Increasingly, there is a need for information gained
from numerous repeated CAD solutions for a particular
task. Optimization-oriented design in linear and nonlinear situations is one example of this. However, for
foundries, there is also much potential benefit from CAD
applied to design-centering and yield-forecasting, in order to maximize yield for a given performance, taking
account of inevitable process variations. Execution time
can become a real bottleneck for comprehensive studies
of this kind, however, the economic benefits can be very
high as the emphasis in using CAD shifts from trying to
squeeze the maximum performance out of a one-off implementation of a given circuit towards seeking to realize a chip capable of meeting realistic specifications in
large numbers at low cost.
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hertz range in research chips. These “signal integrity”
problems will lead to an increasing future convergence
between aspects of high-speed digital circuit simulation and conventional analog microwave simulation.
However, it is also interesting to speculate when and
how aspects of today’s digital design environments
may become more common in future microwave CAD.
Hardware description languages represent one area in
which this is already apparent. Design rule checking
(DRC), electrical rule checking (ERC), and autoplacing
and autorouting design tools have been standard offerings in digital CAD for many years but have only appeared in embryonic form (if at all) in microwave CAD
to date. Direct synthesis of functions on silicon has also
made great progress, where the cost aspects of different
implementations can be assessed (in terms of chip area,
throughput, power dissipation, etc.). There also appears to be increasing interest in providing knowledge-based design assistance within CAD, even in the
high-frequency area.
To the average user of microwave CAD, of course,
many of these technical details are of no particular concern. The user requires an intuitive, general-purpose
interface to a simulation environment where the requirement for specialized knowledge (e.g., in terms of
Maxwell’s equations or semiconductor physics) is kept
to a minimum. However, there is something of a conflict here; maximum flexibility and freedom in microwave CAD places greater demands on the user, and the
need for a good understanding of the fundamental
physical, electromagnetic, numerical, and signal processing issues is difficult to avoid. Perhaps in time, decision-support and expert system tools will augment
present-day tools and help reduce problems of this
kind. As noted earlier, the ability to integrate tools and
the availability of standardized representations of
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models, library elements, and files are all of practical
concern to many users.
The capabilities of computing platforms at moderate cost have improved dramatically in recent years,
and this trend will undoubtedly continue. There are
many aspects of microwave CAD that continue to be
limited by available computer resources (certain kinds
of physical modeling, electromagnetic modeling, yield
analysis, nonlinear optimization, etc.). New forms of
computer architecture exploiting massively parallel
processing engines and similar concepts offer the prospect of even more striking increases in computation
speed in the foreseeable future.
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